Preliminary interpretation of the REMS pressure data from the first 100 sols of the MSL mission
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Abstract We provide a preliminary interpretation of the Rover Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS) pressure data from the first 100 Martian solar days (sols) of the Mars Science Laboratory mission. The pressure sensor is performing well and has revealed the existence of phenomena undetected by previous missions that include possible gravity waves excited by evening downslope flows, relatively dust-free convective vortices analogous in structure to dust devils, and signatures indicative of the circulation induced by Gale Crater and its central mound. Other more familiar phenomena are also present including the thermal tides, generated by daily insolation variations, and the CO₂ cycle, driven by the condensation and sublimation of CO₂ in the polar regions. The amplitude of the thermal tides is several times larger than those seen by other landers primarily because Curiosity is located where eastward and westward tidal modes constructively interfere and also because the crater circulation amplifies the tides to some extent. During the first 100 sols tidal amplitudes generally decline, which we attribute to the waning influence of the Kelvin wave. Toward the end of the 100 sol period, tidal amplitudes abruptly increased in response to a nearby regional dust storm that did not expand to global scales. Tidal phases changed abruptly during the onset of this storm suggesting a change in the interaction between eastward and westward modes. When compared to Viking Lander 2 data, the REMS daily average pressures show no evidence yet for the 1–20 Pa increase expected from the possible loss of CO₂ from the south polar residual cap.

1. Introduction

The Mars Science Laboratory mission (MSL) successfully delivered the Curiosity Rover to the surface of Mars on 6 August 2012 (UTC). The goals of this one Mars yearlong mission are to assess the present and past habitability of Gale Crater, a 150 km wide impact crater located just south of the equator whose central mound of stratified rock is thought to record environmental changes tied to the planet’s climate history since the end of the Noachian era ~ 3.5 Gya. To meet these goals, Curiosity carries a payload of 10 instruments, including one designed to assess the present-day environment (see Gratzinger et al. [2012] for an overview of the mission and payload). This experiment, called the Rover Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS), consists of a suite of sensors that measure pressure, air and ground temperature, wind, humidity, and UV fluxes. Gómez-Elvira et al. [2012] provide a detailed description of the sensors, how they are accommodated on the rover, their prelaunch calibration results, and measurement goals and strategies. The fact that Curiosity resides at the bottom of a large crater in the tropics provides a unique opportunity to sample a different environment than previous landers [Golombek et al., 2012]. J. Gómez-Elvira et al. (Curiosity’s Rover Environmental Monitoring Station: The first 100 sols, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2013) describe the REMS instrument performance during the first 100 Martian solar days (sols) of operations.

In this paper we provide a preliminary interpretation of the pressure data acquired during the first 100 sols. A companion paper [Harri et al., 2014] gives details of the pressure sensor, assesses its performance, and provides selected results. In this paper, we expand on their findings with more emphasis on the science the
pressure data reveal. Pressure data are unique in that they contain information on meteorological phenomena ranging in spatial scale from meters to global and on temporal scales from seconds to years. No other meteorological parameter has that capability. After a brief description of the pressure sensor, the REMS observational strategy, and an overview of the data, we focus on specific phenomena starting with small-scale convective vortices and finishing with decadal climate change. Thus, our intent is to survey the results obtained thus far and to provide a preliminary interpretation with enough detail to formulate testable ideas and hypotheses that can be addressed in follow-on studies.

2. REMS Pressure Sensor

Harri et al. [2014] describe the REMS pressure sensors in detail. Here we briefly summarize their main features. Atmospheric pressure is determined by measuring the capacitance between two single-crystal silicon micromachined electrodes (plates). One plate is fixed, while the other is flexible. Thus, changes in pressure change the separation between the plates and hence the capacitance. The advantage of single-crystal silicon is its high stability, which is important for missions of long duration such as MSL.

The REMS pressure sensors are based on the Barocap (Barocap/Thermocap are registered trademarks of Vaisala Inc.) technology developed by Vaisala Inc., which offers two different types of sensors: a "high-resolution" type (RSP2M) with a short warm-up time (~1 s) and a "high-stability" type (LL) with a longer warm-up time (~150 s). Because capacitance is also a function of temperature, each Barocap has a Thermocap (also developed by Vaisala) to measure its temperature.

The REMS pressure package consists of two oscillators, each having two Barocaps. The two Barocaps in oscillator 1 are high-resolution types. This oscillator is used only for self-calibration and serves as a backup. Oscillator 2, which is used for the science investigations reported here, has one high-stability Barocap plus a high-resolution Barocap. All Barocaps sample at 1 Hz but can be read out at different rates. For oscillator 2 the nominal strategy is to read out the high-stability Barocap every 16 s and the high-resolution Barocap every second. Prelaunch testing has shown that with this strategy the resolution of each of oscillator 2’s Barocaps is ~0.2 and the absolute accuracy of the high stability Barocap is <3 Pa. The error sources for the absolute accuracy of a single measurement are due to calibration offset (<1 Pa), drift (<0.5 Pa), hysteresis-induced hour-to-hour repeatability (<1.5 Pa peak to peak), and noise (±0.15 Pa) (see Harri et al., 2014, for details).

We will refer to the readings of Barocaps 1 and 2 in oscillator 2 as PS1 and PS2, respectively. In practice, PS1 is better suited for longer-term phenomena such as the CO2 cycle, while PS2 is best used for the study of short-term phenomena such as dust devils. Also, the first 3 min of each PS1 session is somewhat contaminated by a warm-up effect. The resulting accuracy error is of the order <± 0.5 Pa. In this preliminary analysis we have not removed the first 3 min in each session, but the error is so small that it does not affect our conclusions.

3. Observations and Preliminary Interpretation

3.1. REMS Observation Strategy

All REMS instruments acquire data at 1 Hz during a given sampling interval. In "Background" mode, REMS data are acquired for 5 min at the beginning of each hour. In "Extended" mode, additional data are acquired typically in 1 h blocks. The number of extended blocks varies from sol to sol depending on plan complexity, data volume, and power availability. The extended blocks were cycled through local time in order to provide full diurnal coverage every few sols. On some sols only a few extended blocks were possible, but on others as many as eight were uplinked. Thus, the REMS daily downlink varied from approximately 2 to 9 h of 1 Hz data per sol.

3.2. Overview

Measured surface pressures from PS1 for the first 100 sols (sol 0–100 covers solar longitudes from $L_s = 151^\circ$ to $L_s = 208^\circ$) are shown in Figure 1. The main features of this data set are the large diurnal variation and upward trend in the daily average. The large diurnal variation is mainly due to the thermal tide, while the increase in the daily average is due to the addition of CO2 to the atmosphere from the retreating south polar seasonal cap. MSL landed at a time in the seasonal cycle very close to the expected annual minimum in global mean pressures. Since landing, daily mean pressures increased from 739.8 Pa on sol 10 to 829.8 Pa on sol 100.
The data for each sol presented in Figure 1 (which includes the background and extended sessions) were binned into 1 h intervals. The binned data were then used to compute a daily mean for each sol, which was then subtracted off the value for each hourly bin. The mean diurnal variation of these pressure perturbations for the entire 100 sol period and its first four harmonics are shown in Figure 2. The mean pressure during this period was about 775 Pa with an average diurnal variation of 85 Pa peak to peak. About 85% of that variation is in the diurnal harmonic, which has an amplitude of 36 Pa for this time period. The semidiurnal amplitude is

Figure 1. PS1 pressures (blue crosses) and daily averages (red asterisks) for the first 100 sols of the mission. This period covers solar longitudes $L_s = 151°$–208°. Initial checkout activities and software upgrades prevented full daily acquisition of REMS data until sol 9.

The data for each sol presented in Figure 1 (which includes the background and extended sessions) were binned into 1 h intervals. The binned data were then used to compute a daily mean for each sol, which was then subtracted off the value for each hourly bin. The mean diurnal variation of these pressure perturbations for the entire 100 sol period and its first four harmonics are shown in Figure 2. The mean pressure during this period was about 775 Pa with an average diurnal variation of 85 Pa peak to peak. About 85% of that variation is in the diurnal harmonic, which has an amplitude of 36 Pa for this time period. The semidiurnal amplitude is

Figure 2. (top) Average pressure departure from the daily mean for the first 100 sols of the mission. Black asterisks are mean values; red dots are actual values and give some idea of the variation during this period. (bottom) Corresponding amplitude and phases of the first four harmonics.
the next most prominent contributor (12 Pa) followed by the quaddiurnal (4.6 Pa) and terdiurnal (1.3 Pa) tides. The phases, reported here with respect to Local True Solar Time (LTST) (The difference between LTST and Local Mean Solar Time (LMST) was about +35 min on sol 0, increased to about +41 min on sol 66 and then decreased to about +38 min on sol 100), are consistent with that expected from classical tidal theory [e.g., Wilson and Hamilton, 1996].

A closer look at selected sols (Figures 3 and 4) reveals some of the details of the diurnal cycle. The extended sessions are clearly visible in these figures and help define the higher-order variations in the diurnal cycle. Maximum pressures occur near 0800 (LTST) and minimum pressures near 1700 (LTST). The maximum is sharply peaked, whereas the minimum is comparatively broad. Secondary local maxima and minima can be seen around 0300 and 2000 with the latter being more sharply defined than the former. These secondary maxima and minima also exhibit more sol-to-sol variability than the primary maxima and minima.

The elevation changes during Curiosity's traverse will lead to pressure changes that need to be assessed. During the first 100 sols of the mission Curiosity drove from Bradbury Landing to Rocknest with several stops along the way. Curiosity reached Rocknest on sol 52 and remained there through sol 100. The straight-line distance between Bradbury Landing and Rocknest is ~330 m, and the total elevation change is ~16 m. Elevation changes associated with this traverse are shown in Figure 5, and estimates of the associated hydrostatic pressure changes are shown in Figure 6. These estimates use a mean pressure of 775 Pa and assume scale heights corresponding to the typical minimum (195 K), maximum (275 K), and average (225 K) air temperatures measured by REMS during this period. Given the absolute accuracy of the sensors (< 3 Pa), these changes can be neglected in the analysis that follows.

We present the next set of observations in order of increasing scale beginning with the smallest temporal and spatial scales detectable (seconds/meters) and finishing with the largest scales possible (years/global).

### 3.3. Convective Vortices

The smallest scales of interest are the sharp pressure drops of up to several pascals over the course of tens of seconds [Rennó et al., 1998, 2000]. Since these drops are observed during midday when surface heating is near its maximum value, we refer to them as convective vortices. Furthermore, these vortices may or may not contain dust. If they do contain dust, they are commonly referred to as dust devils. Thus, convective vortices and dust devils have the same pressure signature and are distinguished only by their dust content. It is worth noting that such vortices appear in large-eddy simulations of the Martian boundary layer [e.g., Toigo et al., 2003; Michaels and Rafkin, 2004; Spiga and Forget, 2009]. An example of one such vortex using PS2 data is given in Figure 7. These data were acquired on sol 60 shortly before 1:00 P.M. LTST. In some instances, as in Figure 7, these pressure drops are anticorrelated with temperature fluctuations. Unfortunately, REMS wind data are not yet fully reduced though in many cases there does appear to be an abrupt change in the wind direction that is coincident with the pressure drop.
The signature of these pressure drops is similar to that seen by Mars Pathfinder [Schofield et al., 1997; Rennó et al., 2000] and the Phoenix Lander [Ellehøj et al., 2010], which were generally interpreted to be the result of dust devils, i.e., convective vortices with entrained dust. Analysis of frequency, intensity, and time of occurrence of the REMS vortices indicates they are similar to the dust devils observed by Pathfinder and Phoenix [Kahanpää et al., 2013]. Based on the REMS analysis, a density of ~200 dust devils per km² between 11:00 and 12:00 LMST (~11:40–12:40 LTST at this season) is expected [Kahanpää et al., 2013]. However, high-frequency imaging by Curiosity over a broad area has detected only one plausible dust devil candidate during the first 100 sols [Moore et al., 2013], and dust devil tracks in Gale are virtually absent in orbital images (F. Calef, personal communication, 2013). This, and the fact that for only one of the pressure drops there was a coincident drop in the UV flux, suggests that the convective vortices detected in the REMS pressure data are relatively dust free. Given that dust is abundant on the crater floor, this implies that the vortex winds are not strong enough to raise dust or that the dust in Gale is difficult to mobilize.

An important modeling result related to this observation is the suppression of the daytime boundary layer depth [see Tyler and Barnes, 2013]. This suppression is the direct result of the crater circulation, which is upslope along the crater rim and Mount Sharp during the day with general sinking motion in between. This sinking motion keeps the daytime boundary layer confined to below 2 km over the crater floor as compared to 5–10 km outside the crater. Given that the efficiency of converting the surface heat flux into the work of driving dust devils is related to the depth of the boundary layer [Rennó et al., 2000], the crater circulation might be reducing the ability of convective vortices to raise dust.

### 3.4. Evening Oscillation

The high precision of the REMS pressure sensors, the high sampling frequency of the measurements (1 Hz), and the ability to acquire data for extended periods of more than an hour have led to the detection of a new phenomenon in the pressure data, which we term the “Evening Oscillation.” This oscillation is seen in the early evening hours between approximately 1930 and 2230 LTST for those sols for which extended sessions were possible. Figure 8 shows the PS2 data for the first 100 sols during this time period where on almost every sol with an extended session this oscillation is subtle but noticeable. A specific example from sol 48 is given in Figure 9. For this example, we fit the data with a quadratic and subtracted the fit from the data to reveal the amplitude and period of the oscillation, which are ~0.5 Pa and 5–10 min, respectively.

A plausible interpretation of this oscillation is that it is due to internal gravity waves excited by downslope flow. Internal gravity waves, in this case best approximated by shallow water theory, can exist in stably stratified flows that have a free surface or an internal density discontinuity [e.g., Holton, 2004]. At night, the strong cooling along the slopes of the crater rim and Mount Sharp can lead to the development of a shallow layer (~100 m) of high-density fluid underlying a deeper layer of lower density fluid. At the boundary of these fluids a discontinuity develops upon which gravity waves can propagate. The phase speed for such waves is $c = u \pm \sqrt{(gH \delta \rho / \rho)}$, where $u$ is the mean downslope wind, $g$ is gravity, $H$ the fluid depth, and $\delta \rho / \rho$ is the normalized density difference...
between the two layers, which can be approximated by \( \frac{\delta p}{\rho} \sim 1 - \frac{T_1}{T_2} \), where \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are the temperatures of the lower and upper layers, respectively. Taking \( u = 10 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), \( H = 100 \text{ m} \), and \( T_1 = 190 \text{ K} \), \( T_2 = 200 \text{ K} \), we estimate the gravity wave phase speed to be in the range of \( 5-15 \text{ m s}^{-1} \). Given that the observed period of the oscillation is \( 5-10 \text{ min} \), this suggests a horizontal wavelength between 1.5 and 9.0 km, which is commensurate to the depth of the crater. Since low-amplitude gravity waves are linear and hydrostatic, the perturbation pressure amplitude (0.5 Pa) suggests a height variation of the shallow near-surface layer of \( \rho' / \rho g = 0.5 \text{ Pa} / (2 \times 10^{-2} \text{ kg m}^{-3} \times 3.7 \text{ m s}^{-2}) \sim 7 \text{ m} \), which is much less than the assumed depth of the stable layer. Thus, the amplitude, wavelength, and depth of the near-surface layer are consistent with shallow water theory. A possible explanation for why these oscillations damp out after 2200 is that shear-induced turbulence develops in the near surface layer as the winds become stronger. We emphasize, however, that this is one plausible explanation of the evening oscillation and recognize that other mechanisms, such as flow instabilities, may be at work.

### 3.5. Crater Circulation Signatures

There are several possible signatures of the crater circulation in the pressure data. The first is the large diurnal variation. Some fraction of that variation must be due to the crater circulation since the upslope/downslope flows induced by the crater should have an impact on measured surface pressures. While the presence of these flows has yet to be confirmed (Curiosity is not close enough to Mount Sharp or the crater rim to detect them with certainty), a variety of atmospheric models predict that they exist and are quite strong [Vasavada et al., 2012; Tyler and Barnes, 2013; Haberle et al., 2013; Hani et al., 2014]. During the day the upslope flow along the slopes of Mount Sharp and the walls of the crater rim exports air from the crater floor lowering overall surface pressures. At night downslope flow returns this air thereby raising surface pressures. The phase of this process is roughly coincident with the diurnal tide, and therefore, it should amplify the daily variation of surface pressure.

The amount of amplification is difficult to assess since it is difficult to isolate circulation effects from hydrostatic (altitude) effects. To illustrate the difficulty, consider the mesoscale modeling simulations of Tyler and Barnes [2013] which show a near doubling of the normalized diurnal pressure variation at the bottom of Gale Crater compared to a nearby location in relatively flat terrain just outside the Crater but at a higher elevation [see Tyler and Barnes, 2013, Figure 8]. Part of the increased variation is due to the increase in surface pressure with depth into the crater. To the extent the atmosphere is hydrostatic, the increase will be exponential depending...
on the thermal structure of the atmosphere. Since diurnal temperature variations increase as the surface is approached, and since the relationship between pressure and temperature is nonlinear, the amplitude of the pressure variations will also increase just due to this hydrostatic effect.

There are several ways to separate the hydrostatic effect from the circulation effect. One is to use surface pressures from a general circulation model (GCM) that does not resolve the crater circulation, hydrostatically adjust them to the elevation of interest, and then compare the adjusted pressures to the observed pressures. In Figure 10 we show results from the Ames GCM which runs at 5° by 6° (latitude/longitude) horizontal resolution and is therefore too coarse to resolve the crater circulation. At the grid point closest to Gale, GCM surface pressures give a peak-to-peak variation of ~40 Pa compared to ~95 Pa measured by REMS at the beginning of the mission. However, the elevation of this grid point is ~3.4 km higher than Curiosity. When model surface pressures are hydrostatically adjusted to Curiosity’s elevation, the predicted variation is increased but still less than observed. The difference, ~ 15 Pa, could be attributed to the crater circulation.

Of course, a major problem with this approach is not knowing a priori what temperature profile to use for the 3.4 km between the grid point elevation and Curiosity’s elevation. The adjustment shown in Figure 10 is performed at each model time step and uses scale heights calculated from temperatures at ~ 1 km above the surface. Several other methods were tested but gave poorer results. For the first 30 sols of the mission this approach
gives a diurnal variation of 80 Pa (compared to 95 Pa from REMS) and a daily mean of 742 Pa (compared to 745 Pa from REMS). These are reasonable results, but there is no way of knowing whether they accurately represent the true hydrostatic effect.

Another way to separate the effects is to use a mesoscale model that does simulate the crater circulation and then estimate its contribution by removing the hydrostatic effect. This is opposite the approach just described. Tyler and Barnes [2103] take this approach using the Oregon State University Mars Mesoscale Model running at ~5 km horizontal resolution and remove the hydrostatic effect by plotting pressures at each grid point as a function of grid point altitude. They then fit the results to an exponential and subtract the fit from the data to get an estimate of the circulation effect. By averaging over the domain, over many sols (20) and over time of day, they also remove the diurnal cycle that contains the unmodified tidal component. They find that at the floor of the crater where Curiosity landed, the circulation enhances the peak-to-peak diurnal variation by ~20 Pa, a result consistent with the above GCM estimate. These two approaches suggest that between 15 and 20 Pa of the observed daily variation is due to the crater circulation, which is also consistent with the magnitude of pressure perturbations observed in craters by the Mars Express Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité (OMEGA) instrument [Spiga et al., 2007].

Other possible signatures of the crater circulation are the sharply peaked higher-order features near 0800 LTST and 2000 LTST. These features are shown in Figure 11. They consist of a sharply peaked maximum at 0800 LTST and a localized maximum/minimum between 2000 and 2100 LTST. Such features are not seen in global models, which suggests that they could be the result of the crater circulation. On the other hand, some higher-order features are present in the Ames GCM (see Figure 10), though they are broad and the quaddiurnal component is clearly much too strong (note the obvious presence of four maxima). These features are obviously the result of a global rather than a regional component. Mixed results can also be seen in the mesoscale simulations reported in Haberle et al. [2013]. Thus, it is not clear to what extent the observed sharply defined higher-order features present in Figure 11 are due to the crater versus the global circulation. More detailed modeling will be required to sort this out.

3.6. Thermal Tides

The amplitudes and phases of the first four tidal harmonics are shown in Figure 12. Overall, these amplitudes are much larger than those recorded at the Viking, Pathfinder, and Phoenix lander sites. This is due to Curiosity being in a near-equatorial location where tidal forcing (atmospheric heating) is strong, to differences in zonal mean topography, and to the fact that Curiosity is located in a longitude sector where constructive interference of eastward and westward modes is expected [Wilson and Hamilton, 1996; Haberle et al., 2013]. For the diurnal tide, an additional local enhancement from the crater circulation is also likely [Tyler and Barnes, 2013]. The phases of the tides are consistent with classical theory, which predicts a maximum somewhat earlier than 0600 LTST in the tropics for the Sun-synchronous diurnal tide. However, nonmigrating tidal components can produce notable changes in tidal phases. REMS data are showing a phase for the diurnal tide of around 0400 LTST, about 2 h earlier than that expected for the migrating tide. Since diurnal tidal modes have short vertical wavelengths and propagate vertically in the tropics, they are sensitive to the depth and magnitude of localized dust heating. For the semidiurnal tide, whose dominant mode also propagates but has very long vertical wavelengths, classical theory predicts the first maximum around 0900 LTST, which is very close to REMS observations. This tidal component is more sensitive to the total global heating [Zurek, 1976; Leovy and Zurek, 1979; Wilson and Hamilton, 1996].
Several additional features of the observed tides are worth noting. These are the declining amplitudes from about $L_s = 170^\circ$ to $L_s = 200^\circ$ and then their steady increase after $L_s = 200^\circ$. The latter is also accompanied by a noticeable change in phase. The declining amplitudes could be the result of a declining dust loading.

Figure 13 shows the amplitude of the semidiurnal component along with the observed dust loadings at Gale, Mars Exploration Rover-B (MER-B), and Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS). The Gale observations do show a slight downward trend in the opacity, while those at MER-B are rather steady throughout the period. However, the THEMIS opacities, which are global averages, generally trend upward after $L_s = 170^\circ$. Given the sensitivity of the semidiurnal tide to global dust loading, its declining amplitudes are opposite the expectation based on the observed dust opacities alone.

An alternative explanation for the declining amplitudes between $L_s = 170^\circ$ and $L_s = 200^\circ$ is that the Kelvin wave contributions are waning at this season. For uniformly mixed dust, the dominant diurnal and semidiurnal Kelvin modes are particularly strong during early northern summer but decline to about one third of their peak values by fall equinox [see Wilson and Hamilton, 1996, Tables 1 and 2]. Whether this is indeed the explanation will require some detailed modeling studies to assess the sensitivity of the Kelvin wave response to nonuniform dust loadings and/or water ice clouds. The latter are prominent in the tropics during northern summer, and their radiative effects are known to be significant at this season [Wilson et al., 2008; Madeleine et al., 2012]. Such studies will place useful constraints on the distribution and optical depth of clouds and dust.

**Figure 12.** (top) Amplitudes and (bottom) phases of the first four tidal harmonics for the first 100 sols of the mission. Blue asterisks = diurnal; red crosses = semidiurnal; green diamonds = terdiurnal; and gold triangles = quaddiurnal.

**Figure 13.** Semidiurnal tidal amplitudes and dust opacities from several sources for the first 100 sols of mission operations.
The behavior of the tides after $L_s = 200^\circ$ is due to a regional dust lifting event. This event was first detected in the pressure data on sol 97 ($L_s = 207^\circ$) when early morning pressures were significantly elevated with respect to the previous sol (Figure 14). Subsequent observations a few sols later by the Mars Color Imager and the Mars Climate Sounder on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter confirmed that widespread dust lifting in the southern hemisphere was occurring and that it was affecting atmospheric temperatures (B. Cantor and D. Kass, personal communication, 2013).

An extension of the time series out to $L_s = 220^\circ$ (sol 120) for the tides is shown in Figures 15 and 16 along with those observed by Viking Lander 1 (VL-1) during its first year of observations in 1977. In both data sets amplitudes increase after $L_s = 200^\circ$ and peak around $L_s = 210^\circ$. However, the storm affecting the VL-1 tides was much larger and more global in extent and raised tidal amplitudes there by a much greater amount. Zurek [1981] estimated global visible opacities for this storm of $2 - 3$ compared to $0.5$ from THEMIS data (assuming a visible/infrared scaling of 2.5 in Figure 13). Rapid changes in phase are also evident in both data sets, except for the semidiurnal tide at VL-1 which was relatively unaffected by the storm. At Gale both tidal components experience phase changes of up to several hours though in opposite directions, and the diurnal phase at Gale changes opposite to the change at VL-1. We attribute these phase changes to changing interactions between the eastward and westward tidal components driven by the changing longitudinal distribution of dust and atmospheric heating. Again, future modeling studies will elucidate the nature of these interactions.

---

**Figure 14.** PS1 pressure for sols 96 (blue) and 97 (red) illustrating the onset of the regional dust event described in the text.

---

**Figure 15.** Diurnal amplitude and phase at MSL (blue asterisks) and VL1 Year 1 (red diamonds) for the season corresponding to the first 100 sols of MSL operations.
3.7. CO₂ Cycle and Secular Climate Change

The condensation and sublimation of CO₂ in the polar regions during winter and spring causes planetwide fluctuations in the surface pressure, which were first detected by the Viking landers [e.g., Tillman et al., 1993]. This CO₂ cycle, which is controlled by the polar heat balance [e.g., Paige and Ingersoll, 1985], is best illustrated in the seasonal variation of daily average surface pressure. We show the REMS daily averaged surface pressure during the first 100 sols of the mission in Figure 17. Included for comparison are those measured by the Viking Landers.

As expected REMS arrived at Gale when the daily mean pressures were close to their lowest values of the year. At the arrival season (midsouthern winter) the south polar seasonal cap is at its maximum extent (~40°S), and there is no CO₂ ice cap in the north. As the season progresses, however, the south cap begins to sublime (and retreat) releasing its CO₂ into the atmosphere and increasing global surface pressures. The REMS measurements detected this familiar behavior. Daily mean surface pressure steadily increased during the first 100 sols of the mission, and the rate of increase (~1 Pa/sol) is very similar to that measured by the Viking Landers. The REMS measurements also closely track those at VL-2 because the two landers are at nearly identical elevations (MSL elevation at Bradbury Landing = -4501 m; VL-2 elevation = -4495 m) (Elevation is measured with respect to the topographic datum defined as the mean Martian radius (3382.9 km)). However, upon closer inspection the two data sets diverge near the end of the period with MSL recording lower pressures (Figure 18).

Figure 16. Semidiurnal amplitude and phase at MSL (blue asterisks) and VL1 Year 1 (red diamonds) for the season corresponding to the first 100 sols of MSL operations.

Figure 17. Daily average surface pressures from MSL (blue asterisks), Viking Lander 1 years 1–4 (red diamonds), and Viking Lander 2 years 1–2 (green diamonds).
These lower pressures indicate that factors other than elevation affect the surface pressure. Hourdin et al. [1993] were the first to discuss this. They pointed out that pressures are also affected by large-scale topography and atmospheric dynamics. The topographic effect is related to the fact that the northern hemisphere is several kilometers lower on average than the southern hemisphere. Hence, during northern fall and winter when temperatures at northern midlatitudes are much lower (typically near 180 K) than in the southern hemisphere (typically near 230 K), a greater fraction of the atmosphere is trapped in the lower elevations because scale heights are relatively low (~ 9 km for mean temperatures of ~ 180 K). This has the effect of lowering surface pressures in the southern hemisphere and raising them in the northern hemisphere. In effect, denser air is pooling up in the lower elevations of the northern hemisphere at the expense of lower density air at the higher elevations in the southern hemisphere. This topographic effect at least partly explains the higher surface pressures at VL-2 compared to MSL by sol 100 (Ls ~ 208°).

However, atmospheric dynamics (i.e., winds) also affects the surface pressure since winds are driven by pressure gradients. During northern fall, temperatures are falling in the northern hemisphere creating an equator-to-pole temperature gradient, which by thermal wind balance requires an increase in westerly winds with height. At this season, the mean meridional circulation extracts angular momentum from the surface in the tropics and transports it to the higher latitudes creating surface westerlies. These low-level westerlies are further reinforced by the developing condensation flow toward the polar cap [e.g., Leovy and Mintz, 1969; Haberle et al., 1979, 1993]. Together, these mechanisms create westerlies in northern midlatitudes at all levels, which are supported by lower pressures (on a given equipotential surface) at the poles compared to the equator. Thus, the dynamical effect can partially offset the topographic effect depending on location and season. Based on the observations, the topographic effect appears to be dominant.

This discussion is relevant to the question of secular climate change on Mars, i.e., the possibility that the south polar residual cap (SPRC) is sublimating away with the lost CO2 going directly into the atmosphere thereby raising global mean surface pressures year after year. Malin et al. [2001] first raised this possibility based on Mars Orbiter Camera observations of the changing surface morphology of the SPRC. Thomas et al. [2009] conducted more detailed studies in later observations, and Haberle and Kahre [2010] searched for and found a possible signal in the Phoenix pressure data. By comparing Phoenix surface pressures with those from Viking, which were acquired about 17 Mars years earlier, and correcting for elevation differences and dynamics (using a model), they found the Phoenix surface pressures to be ~10 Pa higher than what would have been expected if there were no systematic increase in atmospheric mass from an eroding SPRC. A similar analysis with REMS data is shown in Figure 19.

The basic idea is to estimate what the surface pressure should have been at Curiosity’s location during the Viking mission and then compare that with what we observe today. We estimate surface pressures at Curiosity during the Viking mission by adding to the VL-2 data the altitude-corrected pressure difference between the two sites as determined by the Ames GCM. If today’s pressures are different from those estimated during the Viking epoch, then secular climate change is indicated. Based on estimates of the SPRC sublimation rates, pressures should have increased between ~1 and 20 Pa since Viking (VL-2 began measuring surface pressures at Ls = 150° 19 Mars years before MSL landed. Malin et al. [2001] estimate erosion rates (likely caused by sublimation) of the SPRC between 0.5 Pa per Mars decade (MD) and 5 Pa/MD. Blackburn et al. [2010] find even higher erosion rates (13 Pa/MD). Assuming 80% of the loss goes into the atmosphere (see Haberle and Kahre [2010] for details), the estimated pressure change since Viking is 0.05 × 0.8 × 19 = 0.76 Pa for the Malin et al.
minimum, 7.6 Pa for their maximum, and 19.76 Pa for the Blackburn et al. [2010] erosion rate). From Figure 18, however, it appears that mean pressures have changed little since Viking. For the interval from $L_s = 155^\circ$ to $L_s = 208^\circ$ REMS pressures are on average almost identical to those estimated from VL-2 data using the 5 m air temperature interpolation scheme and somewhat lower (~10 Pa) with the 1 km air temperature interpolation scheme. Taken at face value, this suggests there has been very little net erosion of the SPRC since Viking.

However, there are many caveats to this analysis. The main one is our hydrostatic adjustment of simulated surface pressures at the grid point closest to Gale, to the actual landing elevation. The altitude differential is ~ 3.4 km, and as indicated in Figure 18, the adjustment is very sensitive to the assumed temperature profile. This was less of an issue in Haberle and Kahre [2010], who were comparing VL-2 with Phoenix, which are in the same hemisphere, nearly the same thermal environment, do not require large hydrostatic adjustments from grid point elevation to actual lander elevation, and neither of which are in a crater. A better approach would be to use pressures from simulations running with high enough spatial resolution to minimize the altitude differential and resolve the crater circulation. Such an effort is underway, and we will report the results in a future paper. It would also be better to wait for a full Mars year of REMS data to compare annual averaged pressures at the two sites. This will minimize the difficulty of removing the topographic effect, which is evident in the data thus far (i.e., REMS daily averaged surface pressures are declining with respect to VL-2 at the end of this period; see Figure 18).

4. Conclusions

The REMS pressure sensor is performing well and revealing information on a variety of meteorological and climatological phenomena. Some of this information is new including an evening oscillation that may be the result of gravity waves, convective vortices that do not lift much dust, and diurnal pressure variations that are much larger than those measured from previous landers. Our preliminary interpretation is that each of these new findings is related to the fact that Curiosity landed at the bottom of a large crater that generates a regional circulation with a noticeable influence on the daily pressure cycle. Nighttime downslope flows along the walls of the crater rim and flanks of Mount Sharp generate gravity waves that induce evening oscillations. During the day the flow reverses generating sinking motion over the crater floor that suppresses the depth of the boundary layer and limits the peak intensity of the convective vortices. Combined, these upslope/downslope flows export/import air from the crater and amplify the already large diurnal variation in pressure expected from the global thermal tides at Curiosity’s location.

More familiar findings from the REMS pressure data include the sensitivity of the tides to dust loading and the expected progression of the seasonal CO$_2$ cycle. The ramping up of the diurnal and semidiurnal amplitudes around $L_s = 200^\circ$ follows the pattern seen by the Viking Landers in 1977 and is attributable to the development of a regional dust storm in the southern hemisphere not far from Gale Crater. However, this storm remained regional and did not become planet-encircling as did the first one in 1977. Consequently, REMS tidal amplitudes peaked at smaller values than Viking. Also, prior to the storm REMS tidal amplitudes were in decline, which was different from the Viking observations and is interpreted to be the result of the declining influence of the Kelvin wave at this season since observed dust loadings were relatively steady during this period.
The increase in daily average surface pressures seen by REMS during this season is due to the retreat of the south polar cap. The rate of change in daily average surface pressure closely follows that of previous landers suggesting a very repeatable seasonal CO₂ cycle. And the fact that Curiosity and VL-2 are at nearly identical elevations should help with assessing the potential for secular climate change. Based on the first 100 sols of REMS data, however, there is no evidence for an increase in mean pressures since Viking. However, because the two landers are in very different thermal and geographical environments, their seasonal cycles will not be identical. For this reason, it is best to wait for higher-resolution GCM simulations and a full Mars year of REMS data before drawing any definitive conclusion about secular climate change.
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